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AbstractA slender 1{D model for laments of liquid crystalline polymers (LCPs) is appliedto simulate isothermal ber spinning of materials with internal orientation. The modeland predictions focus on the hydrodynamic{orientation interactions in spinning ows,isolated from other signicant spinline eects of temperature, crystallization and phasechanges. An important practical feature of the model is that spun ber orientation(in particular, birefringence) is deduced from rst principles along with ber diame-ter and velocity. A nonlinear stress{optical relation is provided by a constitutive law,which gives the ber axial stress in terms of viscous Newtonian, orientational, andcapillary contributions to stress. One result of our modeling and simulations is that,in isothermal spinning, the microstructure (orientation tensor) is weakly radially de-pendent and can be calculated along with the free surface ber ow from 1{D models.Families of numerical steady state solutions are presented which predict the steadyber diameter, velocity and LCP orientation proles from upstream to the take{uplocation in isothermal spinning. Linearized stability of these LCP spinning states iscomputed to reveal upper bounds on throughput in terms of the critical draw ratio,above which the process is unstable. Interestingly, enhancement of the eects of LCPkinetic energy or relaxation can either stabilize or destabilize steady spinning solutions,depending on the relative balance of other physical eects. Enhanced anisotropic drag(i.e., increasing the ratio of frictional resistance encountered orthogonal versus parallelto the LCP molecular axis) destabilizes spinning states: the critical draw ratio is low-ered on the order of a couple percent to as much as twenty percent in cases reportedhere which compare isotropic to highly anisotropic friction tensors. Evidence is givenfor a preferred degree of upstream LCP alignment at which the critical draw ratioachieves a maximum, indicating an important role played by near-spinneret conditionsin increasing throughput.
2
1 IntroductionMany ultra{strength textile bers, including Vectran and Kevlar, achieve their distinguishedcommercial properties (such as high tensile modulus) as a result of the interaction betweenthe anisotropic molecular{scale structure of the melt or solution, the macroscopic hydrody-namics of spinning ows, and non-isothermal eects including radial heat transfer throughthe ber free surface, temperature dependence of material properties, crystallization, andphase changes.The aim of this paper is to isolate the orientation{hydrodynamic interactions in berspinning ows, uncoupled from the signicant energy eects and phase changes. We therebydetermine ber properties and behavior due solely to the feedback and coupling of mi-crostructure in a nearly elongational ber ow. The isolation of a subset of dominant eectscan serve important conceptual as well as calculational purposes, precisely due to the simpli-cation of the resulting equations, physics, and numerical codes; often such a simplicationis necessary since the theory for certain physical eects is not available. This has been thecase with the evolution of orientation, or birefringence, in bers. Absent of a rst{principlesdescription of orientation as it couples to ber ows, the standard practice has been to cal-culate spinless stress from scientic models, and then to infer orientational microstructure(most notably, birefringence) from an empirical stress{optical law. Our goal in this studyis to calculate microstructure as it couples to spinning ows from rst principles, beginningfrom 3D Doi{type models. It seems appropriate as we look ahead to a full model of a \realspinning process" to isolate the evolution of microstructure in isothermal spinning ows, andto study these eects in detail.This paper then serves as a platform from which to couple the energy equation, associatedheat loss boundary conditions, and perhaps crystallization. We note in the text how non{isothermal eects may be coupled to this model. This sort of an advance is consistent withthe historical development of thin lament models for ber spinning applications. Newtonianber models were developed rst in an isothermal setting (Matovich and Pearson, 1969), thenextended to non{Newtonian constitutive laws (e.g., Denn, Petrie and Avenas, 1975) beforeenergy considerations were included.Indeed, the inability to compute the coupling between orientation and ow, and then toadd other dominant eects, has led to various compromises in otherwise state{of{the{artmodeling. For example, important phenomena like crystallization are triggered by somecombination of orientation, stress, and temperature; since the work of Ziabicki (Ziabicki,1974), it has been accepted that crystallization kinetics is strongly inuenced by orientation.One cannot accurately address spinline crystallization from rst principles until orientationis coupled from rst principles. There are complementary studies to ours, each selecting asubset of dominant eects, in the current literature. We note in particular studies which3
focus on:(i) Orientation{induced crystallization in a spinline, where the birefringence is inferred froma thermal prediction of stress in a Newtonian viscous model, followed by use of an empiricalstress{optical law, and then the Ziabicki form (Ziabicki, 1974) for crystallization rates isutilized (Vassilatos et al., 1986);(ii) ow{induced crystallization, using an isothermal isotropic uid model (Kulkarni andBeris, 1997);(iii) thermal transport in isotropic polymeric mixtures (Curtiss and Bird, 1997);(iv) thermal ow{induced crystallization in isotropic polymers (McHugh, 1997).In each of these studies, anisotropic orientational eects are either completely neglected,or inferred from an empirical stress{optical law from the rst principles calculation of spinlinestress. Of course these studies have features that our model does not, namely the abilityto model molecular extension, or a general conformation tensor. Some combination of bothfeatures appears optimal.One of the issues addressed here is the limit on throughput; it is a practical reality thatsome products have to be produced faster to remain economically viable. An upper boundon throughput is predicted from modeling in terms of the maximum takeup speed at whicha spinning process is stable{the critical draw ratio. Faster spinlines lead to changes in berperformance properties, often introduce new eects such as stress{induced crystallization,and approach the limits of stable spinning. Once more detailed behavior is coupled to thismodel, like entanglements, the bounds on throughput are likely to drop due to additionalsources of nonuniformity or breaks.It is widely accepted in the ber community that limits on draw ratio, and sporadicspinline breaks, have two quite distinct root causes: either due to rheological factors (materialimpurities, polymer degradation, or phase changes) or because of dynamic instabilities in thespinning ow. (We refer to (Hull and Jones, 1996) for a thorough discussion and extensiveliterature citations.)The former (rheological) factors require sophisticated and very accurate material charac-terization of the polymer chemistry and thermal history in order to address with modeling.The latter reason is accessible from transient models, and is addressed in this paper. Inparticular, physical intuition suggests that instabilities of LCP spinning states are eitherhydrodynamic or orientation-driven. Thus the focus on spinline breaks due to instabilityof streamwise ber perturbations (initiated perhaps by cross{ow quench air) is reasonablyaddressed with isothermal models. Alternative instabilities which arise because of signicantradial variations in temperature, which translate to signicant radial orientation variations,are not addressed by this isothermal study. The practical rationale for the isothermal studyis that we can derive a more tractable set of model equations, for the already complicatedme-4
chanical problem, and study the spinning steady states and their stability before embarkingon the thermomechanical problem.The 1{D model equations we employ are derived in (Forest et al., 1997) from the 3{Dequations of (Bhave et al., 1993), assuming the Doi closure approximation. The latter is asignicant assumption, which has been tested on model problems by (Bhave et al., 1993); fur-ther discussion of the errors inherent in this approximation may be found in (Larson, 1990).The utility of the Doi closure assumption is that one can entirely eliminate the orientationprobability distribution function from the governing equations, and obtain an equation forthe orientation tensor directly, as it couples to the hydrodynamics; the reader is encouragedto look ahead to equations (6); (19). We recognize there are errors in making this assumption,but the alternative of integrating the coupled 3{D equations with the probability distribu-tion function is impractical for the applications and multi{parameter studies presented here;we refer to (Larson and Ottinger, 1991) for examples of largescale isothermal computations.The further complexity of an energy equation and heat loss boundary conditions renders thecalculation quite challenging and more appropriate for a dedicated calculation aimed at avery specic process feature such as ow near the spinneret. We note that one of the authors(Wang, 1997) has pursued corrections to the straightforward Doi closure assumption, due to(Hinch and Leal, 1976), and the essential predictions of this paper and (Forest et al., 1997)are unaltered. We expect the qualitative trends and phenomena of this study to be useful;the quantitative details have not been rened together with experimental data.For industrial purposes, however, rst the thermal generalization of this model is nec-essary, then material constants and forms must be characterized, and nally experimentalspinline data must be used to t empirical correlations. The LCP parameters in our modelequations are to be construed as eective material parameters for such eects as relaxationtime, anisotropic drag, polymer density and molecular kinetic energy; the form function forthe bulk free energy is again an eective potential function. The simplied models pre-sented here are useful for large parameter studies to study trends in spinline performancedue to various material and processing conditions, as we illustrate below. The qualitativephenomena we report below are robust to model details.We also remark that reduced models have played a fundamental role in developing em-pirical correlations for spinline eects of air drag and heat loss (Kase and Matsuo, 1965,1967; Matsui, 1976). Similarly, models of the type presented here are easily combined withmore complex models (e.g., thermal, air drag) and then used as a basis to ne tune detailsof the microstructure modeling.The model explored in this paper yields an approximate description of the ow{orientationinteractions, and an assessment of the orientation inuence on previous isothermal Newto-nian (e.g., Schultz and Davis, 1982) and viscoelastic (e.g., Denn et al., 1975, Bechtel et al.,5
1992) liquid ber models. This paper extends the study in (Forest and Wang, 1994) for anupper convected Maxwell uid model to the Doi{type rheological theory.It is customary in 1{D spinning models, both isothermal and thermal, to assume weakvelocity variations in the ber cross{section. Indeed, this assumption has been validatedboth in 2{D model simulations and in experimental measurements. It is likewise plausibleto assume, a priori, that in isothermal spinning the microstructure (orientation tensor) isweakly radially dependent. Here we test this assumption with our models, and one of ourconclusions is that indeed the radial variations can be calculated and shown to remain higherorder eects. This result supports a widely held opinion that any signicant radial variationobserved in spun thermotropic LCP bers is likely due to thermally induced eects, such assignicant heat loss at the ber surface. It is also possible there is thermal enhancement ofthe weak radial variation induced by the orientation{hydrodynamic coupling. Crystallizationeects further alter radial ber properties, especially in the presence of rapid surface coolingand high{speed spinning where skin{core eects occur. Once more, however, one can makethe case that the advance regarding orientation coupling lays the foundation for realisticthermal crystallization modeling.Given this motivation, we proceed to the content of this paper. We now briey recallsome preliminaries from our previous paper (Forest et al., 1997), along with minor additions,before presenting the numerical ber spinning solutions and stability results.2 3-Dimensional Formulation2.A. Nematic LCP Orientation TensorThe macroscopic, or average, internal orientation properties of nematic liquid crystalsare dened in terms of a second order orientation (or structure) tensor Q,Q = hmmi   I=3; (1)where h()i = Rjmj=1 ()f(m;x; t)dm; (2)and f(m;x; t) is the normalized orientation distribution function corresponding to the prob-ability that an arbitrary dumbbell or rod-like LCP molecule is in direction m at time t andlocation x. (Bhave et al., 1993), extending earlier results of (Doi, 1980, 1981), derived adiusion equation for f(m;x; t),@f@t = 6 ( @@m  @@mf)   @@m  [[rv m rv :mmm]f   6kT( @@m)f ]; (3)6
which accounts for polymers in a Newtonian solvent, subject to anisotropic hydrodynamicdrag (with drag coecient ), and a polymer-polymer mean-eld interaction with Maier-Saupe potential,  =  32NkT (mm  I=3) : Q: (4)The drag or friction parameter  takes on values between zero and one;  = 1 is the isotropiccase where the friction tensor is proportional to the identity. As  decreases, this correspondsto increasing the ratio of resistance encountered perpendicular to the dumbbell axis versusresistance along the axis; the limit  = 0 is the most anisotropic limit in which the friction iszero along the molecular axis. The parameter  is the relaxation time of the LCP moleculesassociated with rotation of the dumbbell molecules,N is a dimensionless measure of the LCPdensity and characterizes the strength of the intermolecular potential, k is the Boltzmannconstant, and T is absolute temperature.We remark that T is constant for this study, but here lies the source of direct coupling totemperature for thermotropic LCP modeling, along with the material parameter dependenceon temperature.2.A.1. Orientation{dependent constitutive lawNote from the diusion equation for f and the intermolecular potential  that f and Qare coupled. That is, if one tries to derive a dynamical equation for Q, averages of fourthorder tensor products couple to Q. A Doi-type closure approximation, that averages offourth order tensor products of m are given by products of second order averages,() :<mmmm>= (() :<mm>) <mm>; (5)allows one to eliminate the probability distribution function f from the analysis, as well asall higher order tensor product averages. This has two profoundly simplifying eects: rst,the orientation dynamics (given below in equation (19)) involves only Q and the velocityeld v; second, the constitutive equation for stresses couples only the orientation tensor Qto the usual Navier-Stokes (Newtonian) relation:Constitutive equation for stresses (Bhave et al., 1993): =  pI+ ̂ ;̂ = 2D+ 3ckT [(1 N=3)Q  N(Q Q) +N(Q : Q)(Q+ I=3)+2(rv : Q)(Q + I=3)]; (6)where v is the velocity eld, D = 12 [rv + rvT ], rv has i; j component @vi@xj in Cartesiancoordinates, p is the scalar pressure,  is the solvent viscosity, c is the number of polymer7
molecules per unit volume, while the other parameters are described above.2.A.2. Properties of the nematic orientation tensor QIn (Forest et al., 1997) a representation for the orientation tensor Q is developed whichis compatible with the nearly elongational ows of ber spinning. The utility of this repre-sentation is that we describe Q in terms of three scalar functions, each of which has a clearrole in describing the LCP microstructure.Let i be the eigenvalues and ni the corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors of the sym-metric tensor Q. The biaxial representation for Q is given byQ = s(n3n3   I=3) + (n2n2   I=3); (7)where s and  are two independent nematic LCP order parameters which carry nonlinearaverage information about the angles i the polymer moleculemmakes with the eigenvectorsni of Q : s = h(n3 m)2i   h(n1 m)2i; = h(n2 m)2i   h(n1 m)2i: (8)The range of values for (s; ) is a closed triangular region in the space (s; ) with vertices(1; 0); (0; 1) and ( 1; 1). Simple manipulations yield the direction cosines as linear combi-nations of the order parameters s; :hcos2(3)i = h(m  n3)2i = 13(2s   + 1);hcos2(2)i = h(m  n2)2i = 13(2   s+ 1);hcos2(1)i = h(m  n1)2i = 13(1  s  ); (9)and eigenvalues i as linear functions of the direction cosines:i = h(m  ni)2i   1=3; i = 1; 2; 3: (10)If either s = 0 or s =  , the nematic liquid crystal is called uniaxial, in which case twoeigenvalues of Q are equal and the unit eigenvector corresponding to the third eigenvalueis a distinguished direction, referred to as the optical axis, or orientation axis of symmetry,or the director of the uniaxial nematic LCP. Otherwise, the nematic liquid crystal is calledbiaxial, where all the eigenvector directions are equally important.We restrict to biaxial representations in a neighborhood of the particular uniaxial limitdened by  = 0. In this limit, s = 323, and the corresponding eigenvector n3 is the8
distinguished optical axis or uniaxial director. From the formulas above, we arrive at theparticular uniaxial representation corresponding to  = 0:Q = s(n3n3   I=3); (11)where the scalar uniaxial order parameter s is related to the polymeric direction m bys = 32h(m  n3)2i   12 = 32hcos2(3)i   12 ;  1=2  s  1: (12)The order parameter s describes the average degree of orientation between the moleculardirection m and n3. The projection of m onto the plane orthogonal to n3 is isotropic.When 0 < s  1, the liquid crystal is said to exhibit prolate uniaxial symmetry; when 1=2  s < 0, one infers oblate uniaxial symmetry; s =  1=2 corresponds to all moleculesaligned in the plane orthogonal to n3; s = 1 corresponds to parallel alignment of n3 and m;nally, s = 0 corresponds to an isotropic state in which the structure tensor vanishes andorientation preference is lost.Because of the specic biaxial representation presented here, with a distinguished limitidentied by  = 0, we hereafter refer to s as the uniaxial order parameter, and to  as thebiaxial order parameter.In the uniaxial limit, we further wish to achieve some crude estimate, for intuitive andgraphical purposes, of the angle 3 between the LCP molecular direction m and the opticalaxis n3. Since hcos2(3)i = 13(2s+1), we cannot infer direct information about 3. However,if we make the strong approximation that averaging commutes with the nonlinear functioncos2, we can infer a crude estimate of h3i:h3i   cos 1(q13(2s+ 1)): (13)This rough estimate yields a cone of most likely LCP molecular directions m associatedwith the uniaxial optical axis n3 at each point in the ber. The optical axis is the axis ofsymmetry of the cone, while the cone angle is h3i. We emphasize that this heuristic coneof molecular directions is for graphical purposes only; we do not use this approximation inany computation of solutions. The picture becomes more accurate near the limit of perfectalignment, s = 1, as the molecules align with the optical axis.One may refer ahead to Figure 2 where the cone information is superimposed inside thefree surface of a typical steady state LCP ber solution. The cone shape at each point iscomputed solely from the order parameter s; however, the orientation of the cone axis ofsymmetry (the optical axis) relative to the ber axis ez requires eigenvector informationfrom Q, which we turn to next.The order parameters depict the average molecular orientation relative to the three eigen-vector directions. We next need information to place the orthogonal frame associated to Q9
relative to the xed cylindrical polar coordinate system in the uid domain. The eigenvec-tors ni of Q are parameterized by three angles in any orthogonal coordinate system; if werestrict to ows with zero angular velocity (sometimes called torsionless), then two of theseangles may be set identically to zero (Forest et al., 1997), simplifying to:n1 = (0; 1; 0);n2 = (  cos	; 0; sin	);n3 = (sin	; 0; cos	); (14)where these vectors have coordinates with respect to the ordered orthonormal basis er; e; ez,respectively; for example, n1 =  e. (In these coordinates, a ow is torsionless if v e = 0.)The orientation tensor Q is therefore completely determined by three scalar functions,the angle parameter 	 and the two order parameters s; . The following constraints imposedby the ber geometry and ow are recalled from (Forest et al., 1997).Centerline conditions on Q: 	(r = 0; z; t) = 0; (15)which guarantees that at the ber centerline the LCP is uniaxial with optical axis parallelwith the axis of symmetry, n3(r = 0; z; t) = ez: (16)Further we assume (r = 0; z; t) = @@r (r = 0; z; t) = 0; (17)which corresponds to perfect uniaxial symmetry at the centerline and a weak biaxial symme-try for small r. This condition is also consistent with the behavior for small r of the normalstress dierences that arise in the constitutive equation (6).Notice that at the ber centerline, Q admits a special uniaxial form with the opticalaxis parallel to the centerline (n3(r = 0; z) = ez), with a single free parameter (degree oforientation) given by s. The order parameter s is uniform to leading order across the bercross{section, indicating that the statistical average orientation of LCP molecules relativeto the optical axis is nearly uniform in the ber cross-section. Thus the orientation orderparameter s is similar in this respect to the ber axial velocity.Furthermore, in the plane orthogonal to the ber axis, the special uniaxial symmetry atr = 0 is rst broken at order O(r) to yield a general uniaxial structure with optical axis, n3,tilted away from the ow axis of symmetry, ez, as computed from the angle 	. This angle10
of tilt between the optical and ow axes is completely macroscopic, averaged information.Therefore, with regard to Figure 2 below, once we have crudely identied a cone of moleculardirections m centered at n3, the eigenvector information captured by the variable 	 allowsus to lay the cones down in the uid domain with the cone axis n3 tilted by angle 	 awayfrom the ber axis ez.Finally, the uniaxial symmetry is broken at order O(r2) to yield a weakly biaxial struc-ture, as computed from the second order parameter  which rst appears at order O(r2).The introduction of weak biaxial eects, which are most prominent near the ber free sur-face, is not represented in Figure 2.2.B. 3{D dynamical equationsGiven our posited representation for Q, and the constitutive law (6), we now present theremaining 3-D macroscopic equations and then proceed to 1{D models derived from them.2.B.1. Conservation of momentum ddtv = r   + g; (18)where  is the density of the polymeric liquid, v is the velocity with radial component vr andaxial component vz,  is the total stress tensor, g is the external force due to gravity given byg = gez in the cylindrical coordinate, and ddt() denotes the material derivative @@t()+vr().2.B.2. Orientation tensor equation8>>>><>>>>: ddtQ  (rv Q +Q  rvT) = F (Q) +G(Q;rv);F (Q) =  =f(1 N=3)Q  N(Q Q) +N(Q : Q)(Q+ I=3)g;G(Q;rv) = 23D  2(rv : Q)(Q + I=3): (19)Note that F characterizes the orientation dynamics independent of ow, whereas G describesthe ow-orientation interaction.2.B.3. Free surface and corresponding boundary conditionsThe axisymmetric free surface is given byr = (z; t): (20)The kinematic boundary condition isddt(r   (z; t)) = 0; (21)11
i.e., the free surface convects with the ow; the usual kinetic boundary conditions are(   a)nf =  snf ; =  1(1 + 2z)  12   zz(1 + 2z)  32 ; (22)where nf is the unit outward normal of the free surface (20), s is the surface tensioncoecient,  is the mean curvature of the free surface, and a is the ambient stress tensor.(Note that the orientation contribution to the stress tensor  oers a means by which theLCP microstructure can strongly inuence the dynamics at the free surface.)We assume that the ambient stress a is a constant pressure, i.e.,a =  paI: (23)3 Asymptotic 1{D Model for Thin LCP FilamentsIn (Forest et al., 1997) ,we developed a slender longwave perturbation theory for the 3{Dorientation, free surface ow equations presented above. We will recall basic elements of theresulting models so that their application to ber spinning is claried.The asymptotic parameter is the slenderness ratio, , which is the aspect ratio of typicalradial r0 to axial z0 lengthscales: 0 <  = r0z0 << 1: (24)This geometric condition presumes that typical axial lengthscales are much longer than thescale of radial variations; this condition is not valid, for example, for the ow at or very nearthe spinneret.The identication of these (and other) characteristic scales is particular to the experimentor process. For ber spinning applications, the beginning upstream location, z = 0, is a xedlocation approximately two spinneret diameters downstream where the ow has becomenearly elongational. Then, r0 is dened to be the free surface radius at z = 0, and z0 isthe distance (L) from z = 0 to the take{up location where downstream conditions on axialvelocity are applied. In nondimensional coordinates, the axial domain is normalized with0  ~z  1.In order to impose the slenderness constraint, we have to: (1) nondimensionalize the full3{D ow-orientation equations; (2) posit an asymptotic expansion for v; p;  and Q; and (3)posit the relative balance among all the physical eects we have incorporated in the 3{Dproblem.3.A. Nondimensionalization 12
All coordinates and variables are nondimensionalized with respect to the following: t0is a characteristic timescale; r0, z0 are the characteristic radial and axial lengthscales, re-spectively, dened above; f0 is a characteristic force scale which we use to nondimensionalizeboth pressure and the extra stress. (For example, f0 = r20v20 is the inertial force.) Naturally,the orientation structure tensor Q is dimensionless. The scaled coordinates are then~z = zz0 ; ~r = rr0 ; ~t = tt0 : (25)To build in the centerline conditions (15), (16), (17), we dene an angle variable,  ,associated to 	 and a biaxial order parameter variable, , associated to  by:	 = r ;  = r2 ; (26)where  has units of length 1, and  has units of length 2. We pick the lengthscale for  and  to be z0.Now all unknowns are nondimensionalized as follows, with v0 = z0t0 : = r0 ~; v = v0~v; p   pa = f0r 20 ~p; = f0r 20 ~ ; 	 = ~r ~ ;  = 2~r2 ~: (27)Upon nondimensionalizing the full set of 3{D equations in cylindrical coordinates thefollowing collection of dimensionless parameters arises: = r0z0 ; 1=R = t0z20 ; 1=W = sr0v20 ; 1=F = gt20z0 ;~ = t0 ; N; ~ = 3ckTv20 ; ; (28)where R;W;F are the Reynolds, Weber and Froude numbers, respectively, which parametrizeviscosity, surface tension and gravity relative to inertia, respectively; ~ parametrizes themolecular kinetic energy per unit volume relative to inertial energy per unit volume; from theconstitutive law one sees also that ~ characterizes the molecular stress relative to inertialstress. The combination ~~ characterizes the relaxational stress due to molecular rotationrelative to inertial stress, =~ parametrizes anisotropic drag on polymer molecular motionrelative to the solvent, and N is a polymer density parameter that enters prominently in theintermolecular excluded-volume potential.Note: Beginning now, and hereafter, all tilde overbars will be dropped. All coordinates,variables and parameters from now on are nondimensional unless otherwise specied. Allnondimensional parameters have been posited as order 1 quantities, corresponding to Regime13
1 of (Forest et al., 1997).3.B. The 1{D ow{orientation model for axisymmetric LCP lamentsWe represent the leading order 1{D quantities by (z; t), the free surface radius; v(z; t),the axial velocity; u(z; t), the radial velocity; p(z; t), the pressure; s(z; t), the uniaxial orderparameter;  (z; t), which determines the angle of tilt between the optical axis n3 and theber axis ez; and (z; t), the weakly biaxial order variable. The governing equations forthese quantities are (Forest et al., 1997):8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
(2)t + (v2)z = 0;(2v)t + (2v2)z = 1F 2 + 1W z + [2(R 1eff(s)vz + U(s))]z;st + vsz = vz(1  s)(2s + 1)  U(s);u =  vz=2;p = 1W  R 1vz   13U(s) + 23s(1   s)vz;s( t + v z) + R3 [(3R 1 + 2s2(1  s))vz + (1   s)U(s)] = R3 (1   s)z 1[R 1eff (s)vz + U(s)]  svzz=2;t + vz + [2svz + (U(s)s +Ns)] = R3 (1  s)fR 1eff(s) 2vz+2s2 2vz   2R 1eff (s) zvz 1   2 U(s)(z 1    )  14Rvzzz+12[U(s) + 2s2 vz   z 1(U(s) +R 1eff (s)vz)]zg; (29)where R is the Newtonian Reynolds number, Reff (s) is an eective 1{D ow-orientationReynolds number, R 1eff (s) = 3R 1 + 2s2; (30)consisting of a Newtonian contribution and an orientation contribution (2s2); W is theWeber number;  is the scaled LCP relaxation time or Deborah number;  is the anisotropicdrag parameter; N is the polymer concentration parameter;  parametrizes the LCP kineticenergy relative to inertia; andU(s) = s(1  N3 (1   s)(2s + 1)) (31)denes the eective 1{D intermolecular potential, R U(s)ds.Amplication. Equation (29b) is the axial momentum balance, which naturally containsthe axial gradient of the axial force, Faxial, which in dimensionless variables is 2 times the14
axial stress, axial, where axial = zz   p: (32)From the constitutive law (6), together with (29e),p = rr +W 1 1; (33)so we deduce a relationship between the axial stress on the ber, the orientation orderparameter s, and the ber radius and velocity gradient:axial = R 1eff (s)vz + U(s)  W 1 1: (34)This constitutive relationship is a nonlinear stress optical relation that yields a fundamentalrelation between the axial ber stress and the \optical" quantity s. Indeed, one should thinkof s as the normalized birefringence,s = Bi=Bimax; (35)where Bi is the birefringence of the LCP melt and Bimax is the maximum birefringencepossible for the amorphous LCP melt. For small values of s much less than 1, if we retainonly linear terms in s, the stress optical law (34) reduces to the form of the linear stressoptical law employed in the textile ber industry:Bi = (Stress optical coecient)[axial + Correction]; (36)where the term \Correction" is the departure from the simple linear stress-optical relationof rubber network theory, and these expressions are given byStress optical coecient = [(1 N=3)] 1Bimax; (37)Correction = W 1 1   3R 1vz: (38)This development indicates that the standard linear stress{optical law used to infer birefrin-gence from a calculation of the spinline stress near the takeup location is consistent witha fundamental constitutive equation for uids with internal orientation. However, ratherthan applying this relation in postprocessing from models which ignore the evolution oforientation, our model calculates birefringence all along the spinline as it couples to thehydrodynamics of ber spinning. The stress{optical law then aords a mechanism for pre-dicting spinline stress from the rst principles solutions for the ber radius, axial velocityand birefringence.In all solutions presented below we x N = 4, corresponding to a LCP density for whichthe 1{D potential energy has three critical points, given by the zeroes of U(s), sj; j =  1; 0; 1,15
with s0 = 0; s1 = (1p3)=4. In the absence of gravity (1=F = 0) the zeroes of U correspondto order parameter equilibria associated with constant cylindrical LCP laments, the stabil-ity of which are characterized in full generality in (Forest et al., 1997) for various regimes;in the gravity{driven ows considered in this paper there are no equilibria. Nonetheless, thezero gravity results reveal how the various orientation and hydrodynamic eects couple inthin cylindrical ber ows, and may signicantly inuence the Rayleigh capillary instability.The present study explores the LCP{ow coupling in a very dierent class of ows, withboundary conditions imposed at either end of a nite xed length, as opposed to cylindricaljets of innite extent.4 Steady State SolutionsWe begin our analysis of solutions with nontrivial steady states satisfying ber spinningboundary conditions. Our model is well-posed with upstream conditions (at z = 0) on theber radius , the axial velocity v, and the orientation variables s;  ; , and with downstreamconditions (at z = 1) on the ber velocity. These conditions are compatible with berspinning processes.Consistent with our earlier nondimensionalization, the upstream conditions on ber ra-dius and velocity have been xed: (0) = 1; v(0) = 1; (39)while the remaining boundary conditions are free processing parameters:s(0);  (0); (0); v(1): (40)The outline for this section is to rst display a typical steady solution (a specic basesteady state) followed by qualitative variations of this steady state with respect to free pa-rameters in the model.4.A. A typical steady state solutionWe begin with a base steady state solution (selected to be linearly stable as conrmedlater), depicted in Figure 1. Order one values are chosen for all parameters; refer to thegure caption. From Figure 1 we observe the following features:(i) The qualitative behavior of the ber radius and axial velocity is consistent with solutionsof non{LCP slender lament models. This suggests that the orientation coupling does notgrossly inuence the qualitative hydrodynamic behavior.16
(ii) The orientation order parameter, s, is set upstream with a value s(0) = 0:5, correspond-ing to a moderate degree of orientation between the LCP molecules and the uniaxial opticalaxis, n3. The lament ow evolves to nearly complete alignment at the take{up location, withs(1)  1.Recall from the end of Section 2.A.2 that the angle variable  measures the angle oftilt between the LCP optical axis and the ber axis. Since the pde for  is linear andnonhomogeneous, in Figure 1d.i we isolate the necessary, unavoidable tilt angle with theparticular nonhomogeneous solution  p, with  p(0) = 0; Figure 1d.ii depicts the tilt anglethat results from upstream boundary conditions given by the homogeneous steady solution,denoted by  h, with initial data  h(0) = 1. The unique steady solution for  is then =  (0) h +  p, depicted in Figure 1d.iii with  (0) = 1.(iii) From Figure 1d.ii, one observes that the eect of the initial data decays to zero near thetake{up location. Thus, the terminal downstream value,  (1), is determined from  p. Recall(14) and (27): the actual angle between the optical axis and ber axis in the cross{sectionz = z0 is r (z0). This corresponds to a linear radial tilt of the optical axis away from theber axis, with perfect alignment at the centerline and a tilt angle of (z0) (z0) at the bersurface.For heuristic purposes only, we now invoke the approximation alluded to earlier, (13),which allows us to give an intuitive, graphical display (Figure 2) of the LCP steady stateorientation associated with the base steady state solution, Figure 1. This picture only usesthe uniaxial information aorded by s and  ; biaxial eects contained in  are only felt atquadratic order in the ber radius and so are negligible in this picture.Recall that s(z) at each z0 determines a cone of LCP directions m centered about theoptical axis n3, and this cone is uniform across the ber cross{section with cone angle h3iapproximated by (13). Since the angle between the cone axis and ber axis is r (z) toleading order, we nd that while the cones are uniform in each cross-section z = z0, they tiltrelative to the ber centerline with tilt angle r (z0).Notice from Figure 2 that the ber begins with rather wide cones of possible LCP molec-ular directions at z = 0, corresponding to the presumed moderate degree of upstream ori-entation s(0) = 0:5; the angle of tilt in the plane z = 0 has radian measure r (0), rangingfrom perfect alignment at the centerline to a tilt angle of  (0) radians at the ber surface.The remaining evolution of the cone of molecular directions, the cone axis of symmetry (op-tical axis), and the ber free surface, are determined from the steady state solution of thetwo{point boundary value problem.We note in particular that this picture conrms the notion of a converging ow of LCProd{like molecules. As the ow develops downstream, one observes a contraction of the coneangle corresponding to the uniaxial order parameter s converging toward s  1, together17
with the cone axes (the optical axes) converging to a terminal radial distribution as z  1.The negative value,  (1)   1:053, at the take{up location translates to an inward tilt ofthe optical axes across the ber cross{section.(iv) The above solutions ; v; s;  determine the uniaxial resolution of the ber, which thendrives the weakly biaxial order parameter variable, . The equation for  is also linearand nonhomogeneous, so again (Figure 1e.i) we distinguish the necessary departure fromuniaxial symmetry, p(z), by imposing zero initial data, p(0) = 0 on the nonhomogeneousequation. This forced response in  is non{monotone and rather weak with a maximumabsolute value of approximately :033, culminating in a downstream approach to the uniaxiallimit of  = 0. The boundary{condition{generated behavior of  is also shown in Figure1e.ii through the homogeneous solution, h(z), with h(0) = 1. The plot of h is similar to h, as their equations suggest.To summarize,  is initially driven away from zero, but eventually relaxes to near zeroat the take{up location, independent of the initial value. Thus, the terminal orientation ofthe ber is eectively uniaxial.4.B. Qualitative changes in the base steady state solution due to parameter vari-ationsNow we consider processing and material parameter variations of the typical base steadystate in Figure 1. In particular, in ber spinning and drawing processes a major goal is toachieve downstream alignment (as quantied by orientation or birefringence) from an ini-tially less{oriented material. Birefringence is a fundamental ber property from which othercharacteristics, such as tenacity, are inferred. For this reason we explore behavior associatedwith variations in upstream orientation conditions; the initial orientation, s(0), is used hereto parametrize the degree of orientation below the spinneret as the ow becomes nearly elon-gational, and therefore is a reection of spinneret design and the ambient process conditionsnearby. As well we study the steady state dependence on the downstream take{up speed, ordraw ratio; nally we consider the inuence of material parameters.4.B.1. Eect of variation in upstream degree of orientation, s(0)We consider s(0) = s0 in the prolate range :05  s0  :95, in increments of :05. Theresults are depicted in Figure 3, from which we make the following observations:(i) There are uniform responses in ; v; s to changes in s0. Physically, one concludes thata lower upstream degree of orientation s0 yields steady processes in which the laments arethinner and faster at each interior spinline location. The most signicant variation is in s(z),18
since it is that function's initial value being varied. Note that the variation at downstreamlocations z due to s0 washes out by the takeup location z = 1.In ber spinning, there is typically a target property of the spun ber; moreover, spunber properties in general are locked{in upstream of the takeup location since the berssolidify in actual processes. Therefore, it is desirable to know the location, which we denoteby z, where a particular process reaches a pre{set target property.(ii) Here we select the targeted ber property to be the degree of LCP orientation, asmeasured by s; we set a target value of s = :95 that the spun ber must achieve. (Thiswould correspond to the amorphous LCP bers achieving 95% of the maximum possiblebirefringence for that particular LCP.) We calculate the critical location, z, where s(z) =:95 for the base steady state solution of Figure 1 which satises s(0) = 0:5. We thendetermine how this location varies due to s0. Figure 4a depicts the curve z(s0), denedimplicitly by s(z; s0) = :95, and deduced from the solutions in Figure 3. This curve impliesan essentially linear behavior of z over the range 0 < s0 < 0:7. However, for highly orienteds0 the slope of z steepens indicating the target orientation value is reached very early inthe spinline.These results are indicative of how one might use such models to explore the eectsof spinneret design or upstream processing conditions. While the model will change toaccommodate thermotropic LCP spinning eects, these sorts of calculations are appropriatefor the more general model.(iii) After an early detour, the unavoidable forced tilt of the optical axis relative to the beraxis, measured by  p(z; s0), approaches a terminal negative value,  p(z = 1; s0), for each s0.This negative value indicates an inward tilt of the optical axis toward the ber centerline.Figure 4b provides the surface tilt angle, (1; s0) p(1; s0), which is only slightly greater forinitially more oriented ows.(iv) The forced weakly biaxial eect, computed from the biaxial order variable, p(z; s0),Figure 3e, shows an early spinline response with maximum initial eects corresponding toweaker s0. This behavior washes out downstream, as p(z = 1; s0) is nearly zero for all s0,so that the microstructure is essentially uniaxial by the takeup location.One infers from these parameter variations on the base steady state that the qualitativevariation due to upstream orientation is rather weak. Nonetheless, the following trends arenoteworthy: less upstream orientation induces the LCP lament to thin quicker, to speed upfaster, to have more radial variation in the optical axis upstream, but by the takeup locationto have less radial variation.4.B.2. Variation in draw ratio 19
Here we consider an important process parameter, the draw ratio, which in our nondi-mensional model coincides with the take{up velocity. The base solution is now exploredfor qualitative dependence on the take{up velocity, considering a range from slow spinning(Dr = 2) to fast spinning (Dr = 40). (This range of take{up speeds surpasses the criticaldraw ratio for the parameter values of the base state, as discussed in the next section.)Refer now to Figure 5, from which we draw the following inferences:(i) One observes that a higher take{up speed leads to higher axial velocity, thinner berradius, and higher degree of orientation for all z > 0.(ii) The behavior of the uniaxial order parameter, s(z;Dr), indicates that higher speedspinning leads to: (a) more rapid approach to downstream orientation between the opticalaxis and the LCP molecules; and (b) higher nal orientation. These predictions agree withintuition and practice.Analogous to Figure 4, in Figure 6a we post{process from these solutions the spinlinelocation, z, where the steady state for each Dr achieves the target degree of orientation,s(z;Dr) = 0:95. The prediction is that the location z is far more sensitive to Dr inlowspeed spinning. For example, z moves nearly 5% of the spinline length as Dr increasesfrom 20 to 30, whereas z moves nearly 50% of the spinline length as Dr increases from 3:7to 10.(iii) The necessary radial tilt of the optical axis, calculated from  p(z;Dr), Figure 5d, showsthat higher speeds yield a larger negative terminal angle,  p(z = 1;Dr). This is a weak eect,but the upshot is the radial nonuniformity is heightened in faster spinlines. To illustrate, theterminal surface angle, with radian measure (z = 1;Dr) (z = 1;Dr), between the opticalaxis, n3, and the ber axis, ez, is depicted in Figure 6b for this range of draw ratios; thegraph converts to degrees. Figure 6b also provides the angle at the ber surface between thetangent direction to the ber surface and the optical axis.Notice that both the ber tangent direction and the optical axis at the ber surface aretilted inward toward the ber axis of symmetry, indicative of a converging ow in the uidparticle paths and the local optical axes. Note further that the nal ber surface tangent isalways tilted further inward than the optical axis, so that the optical axis is always pointedexterior to the uid domain. In the high speed limit, the surface angles of the ber tangentand the optical axis approach similar limits (approximately  4:2 degrees).(iv) The forced, unavoidable, weakly biaxial eects, measured by p(z;Dr), are depictedin Figure 5e; (z;Dr) remains bounded in absolute value by approximately 0:08 for all zand Dr, and approaches zero near the takeup location. The conclusion is the downstreammicrostructure is essentially uniaxial.4.B.3. Variation in standard hydrodynamic parameters: Reynolds (R), Weber (W ), and20
Froude (F ) numbersWe have calculated gures similar to Figure 5 which depict the base state response tovariations in Reynolds number, Weber number, and Froude number. They indicate qualita-tive robustness in the typical base steady state with regard to these dimensionless viscosity,surface tension, and gravity parameters. They are omitted to save space.Sensitivity to these hydrodynamic parameters will become evident, however, when weanalyze stability of these steady states.4.B.4. Variation in LCP parameters: anisotropic drag coecient, , LCP kinetic energyrelative to inertial energy, , and dimensionless relaxation time, Just as with the hydrodynamic parameters, as we explore dependence on the LCP pa-rameters there is very little visible change in the base steady state radius, axial velocity, ororientation tensor. We again omit the gures to conserve space.One concludes a very robust qualitative response of the base steady spinning state toall available model parameters; the Figures 1{6 are representative from a very exhaustivenumerical sampling.5 Linearized Stability of Steady State SolutionsFor the remainder of this paper we focus on linearized temporal stability of steady states tosuperimposed spatial (streamwise) perturbations. The following roadmap is representativeof how one might use such a spinline model to infer ways to increase throughput or to identifylimiting factors to faster spinlines. The reader should think of the base steady state, Figure1, as an existing process{uniquely specied by these processing and material specications.The rst subsection 5.A indicates how process parameter variations aect stability of thebase steady state. Recall Figures 3 and 5 depict the qualitative variations in the base statedue to variations in upstream orientation, s(0) = s0 (Figure 3), and in downstream drawratio, Dr (Figure 5). We now evaluate the stability of these families of steady states (Figures7a,b). A primary focus is a detailed understanding of the transitions in parameter space fromstable to unstable steady states. This issue leads to calculating the critical draw ratio forevery initial upstream orientation condition (Figure 7c); this gives the boundary betweenstable and unstable steady state processes for the entire two{parameter family indexed by(s0;Dr), with all other values xed at the base state. We restrict computations to the prolateranges of s0 as the likely conditions once the ow is nearly elongational and this model is21
applicable.At this point, we then have a full two{parameter variation of the base state, focussed onprocessing parameters only, yielding stability information all the way from the robust, stablebase state to the transition to unstable processes.From this new region of parameter space, we then (subsection 5.B) calculate how materialparameter variations aect the stability of steady states. Naively, one might suspect thatan increase in a certain parameter consistently either stabilizes or destabilizes steady statesolutions. This scenario holds true for standard hydrodynamic parameters; for example, anincrease in the surface tension parameter (reciprocal Weber number) is consistently destabi-lizing. However, an important nding reported below is that some LCP material parametersreverse their eect on stability from one region of parameter space to another, within theclass of ber spinning steady states.With this preview, we move to the linearized stability analysis. The nonlinear pdes,and therefore the linearized equations for ; v and s about an arbitrary steady state, aredecoupled from the hyperbolic equations for  and . Indeed, since the  and  pdesare rst order hyperbolic (convection) equations, all perturbations propagate beyond thedownstream location in nite time. Therefore these orientation variables do not provide asource of linearized instability for ber spinning steady states.The stability of steady states is therefore determined completely by the behavior of ; v;and s, whose linearized equations have z{dependent coecients, determined by the particularsteady state solution whose stability is in question. The stability analysis consists rst of(numerically) nding eigenvalues !n and eigenfunctions fn(z); n = 1; 2;    of the linearizedequations with zero boundary conditions on the linearized variables: (; v; s)(z = 0) =(0; 0; 0), v(1) = 0. The real part of the eigenvalues !n, denoted Re(!n) = n, is thelinearized growth rate, since the corresponding linearized pde solution is exp(!nt)fn(z). Onededuces linearized instability of the steady state (; v; s)(z) if max = maxn1fng > 0, andlinearized stability if max < 0. The neutral stability condition corresponds to max = 0. Notethat the stability (max < 0) or instability (max > 0) of any xed steady state is completelycharacterized by the single diagnostic max. Therefore, it is this diagnostic that is reportedin all gures to follow. For example, the critical draw ratio is, by denition, the draw ratioat which max = 0.Our numerical stability calculations are carried out by a shooting method for the spatialeigenfunctions and associated eigenvalues, whose real parts determine the linearized growthrates. The number of spatial grid points used in each computation is 100.5.A. Stability with respect to variations in processing parameters22
5.A.1. Stability with respect to variations in initial degree of orientation, s(0)As alluded to earlier, the base steady state of Figure 1 is linearly stable. We determinethis result within a stability analysis of the one{parameter family of steady states fromFigure 3, parametrized by s(0) = s0. Figure 7a displays the maximum growth rate curvesfor the s0{parametrized family of Figure 3, from which we conclude:This entire family of steady states is linearly stable; and a weaker upstream degree oforientation leads to more stable steady states.Natural follow{up questions are: Does lowering s0 always make the steady state morestable, i.e., make max more negative? From a stable steady state, how much can the processbe speeded up and still maintain stability? (To answer, we calculate Dr by solving formax(Dr) = 0.5.A.2. Stability with respect to variations in draw ratio, DrThe maximum linearized growth rate as a function of Dr, max(Dr), for the steady statefamily of Figure 5 is plotted in Figure 7b, from which we deduce:(i) The critical draw ratio, Dr, for the base steady state of Figure 1 is approximatelyDr = 29:8.(ii) Faster processes are less stable in this region of parameter space. This might seemintuitively obvious, but we refer to a study (Forest and Wang, 1994) of isothermal Maxwelluid models where the maximum growth rate curve oscillates about zero with varying Dr,creating alternating windows of stable and unstable draw speeds.Since this family has a xed prolate upstream degree of orientation, s0 = :5, it is naturalto ask how the critical draw ratio varies with s0.5.A.3. Critical draw ratio as a function of initial orientation, Dr(s0)Rather than give a surface of maximum growth rates, we focus on the transition toinstability: Figure 7c gives the critical draw ratio, or neutral stability curve, for every prolatevalue of s0 (0 < s0  1).(i) The critical draw ratios for the full s0{dependent family of Figure 3 all lie betweenDr = 28 and Dr = 30:4. This explains why Figure 7a, with Dr = 10 far below the unstabledrawing speed, has maximum linearized growth rates that are negative and well below zero.(ii) The salient feature of Figure 7c is there is a preferred initial degree of orientation, heres0  0:25, for which the critical draw ratio is maximum. This information suggests thatspinneret design and/or upstream ow controls play an important role for processes which23
approach the critical draw ratio. The order of magnitude dierence in Dr between theoptimal s0 and the worst (s0 = 1) is on the order of 10% in this region of parameter space.We shall discover below that this measure of sensitivity to upstream degree of orientationvaries considerably across parameter space.(iii) For practical purposes, this prediction of our model, regarding a preferred upstreamdegree of orientation, needs rst to be checked for robustness within this model, then withinnon-isothermal models, and then against physical spinline experiments. Here we can onlyaddress the rst issue.5.B. Stability of steady states with respect to variations in Newtonian materialproperties (Reynolds number, R) and surface tension parameter (Weber num-ber, W )5.B.1. Reynolds number variationsFigure 8a provides the maximum linearized growth rate for the indicated Reynolds num-ber variations on the base steady state; recall from Figure 7a the base state is quite stable(when R = 0:20, max   2:6).(i) We deduce stability for all Reynolds number variations of the base state in the range0:1  1=R  10.That these solutions remain stable is not surprising since the maximum growth rate wasnegative and far below zero. The signicant information is contained in the growth ratetrends.(ii) The maximum growth rate falls with increasing Reynolds number, and moreover theslope increases rapidly as R approaches unit value. This behavior suggests a signicantstabilizing inuence from low viscosity LCP solutions in this parameter regime.From the preliminary indications of Figure 8a, we are led to pursue the critical drawratio curve, Dr(s0), at several disparate Reynolds numbers. In Figure 9a we depict resultsfor lower Reynolds numbers.(iii) From Figure 8a, we expect lower critical draw ratios at lower Reynolds numbers, andFigure 9a yields consistent results: the range of critical draw ratios drops on the order of15   20% when R is lowered from :20 to :10. The neutral stability curves maintain theirshape, indicating a preferred prolate initial degree of orientation for each xed R. The curvesshift downward and to the right for lower R, indicating the preferred value of s0 shifts towarda higher, but intermediate degree of orientation.(iv) We note that dramatically higher critical draw ratios are achieved at moderate to highReynolds numbers. The gures are omitted to save space. Indeed, we observe stable drawing24
speeds of several hundred for R = 2, and thus do not t on the same scale with Figure 9a.We also note that an isotropic upstream orientation is clearly preferred at moderate to highReynolds numbers, and the variation in Dr between s0 = 0 and s0 = 1 is very large, oftenan order of magnitude.These are intriguing predictions, especially since LCP melts have signicantly lower ap-parent viscosities than isotropic polymer melts. While the trends are reasonable, withoutorientation dependence of material parameters the order of this eect is questionable. Fur-thermore, experimental measurements yield the apparent viscosity, while these calculationsvary only the Newtonian contribution to viscosity.5.B.2. Weber number inuence on stabilityThe Weber number inuence on stability for states near the base state is very similar tothe Reynolds number discussion; refer to Figures 8b and 9b which indicate:(i) An increase in surface tension is destabilizing (max grows toward zero), as expected.In Figure 9b we x three disparate Weber numbers while holding other parameters atthe base state values, and study how fast the process can be run before becoming unstable.The salient conclusions are:(ii) The critical draw ratio curves shift upward as surface tension is lowered. The draw ratiocurve at high surface tension (1=W = 10) is approximately 50% lower than the zero surfacetension curve.(iii) For each Weber number, there is a preferred upstream degree of orientation, arounds0 = :25, which does not appear to vary with W .(iv) The relative dierence due to variation in s0 between the maximum and minimum crit-ical draw ratios is 5 to 10% for each of the xed Weber number curves.5.C. Stability with respect to variations of LCP material parameters5.C.1. Stability with respect to variations in the anisotropic drag parameter, Figure 8c provides max() for  variations of the base state; all solutions are linearlystable. Figure 9c depicts the critical draw ratio curves, Dr(s0), for three disparate valuesof .Recall  = 1 is the isotropic friction condition, whereas  = 0 is the highly anisotropiclimit. These gures suggest:(i) From Figure 8c, an increase in the anisotropic drag parameter is weakly stabilizing nearthe base state, yielding around a 5% change in maximum linearized growthrate, max, over25
the unit range of .(ii) The critical draw ratio curves for a xed , Figure 9c, are consistent with Figure 8c: anincrease in drag coecient (toward a more isotropic friction tensor) allows for faster take{upspeeds. The curves change qualitatively as the drag parameter increases toward the isotropiclimit  = 1: the critical draw ratio (Dr) shifts upward; the preferred upstream orientationcondition moves toward higher s0; and the curves atten around the peaks so a wider rangeof orientation conditions are equally preferred.(iii) Contact with the stability of constant LCP laments without gravity. In our previous pa-per (Forest et al., 1997), we investigated the Rayleigh capillary instability of LCP cylindricallaments in the absence of gravity. In particular, we identied the inuence of orientationon the classical Rayleigh instability. In that study, we showed analytically that the highlyanisotropic drag limit ( = 0) is stabilizing, measurably lowering the growth rates for allunstable spatial modes. In contrast, here we nd that for ber spinning steady states (ob-viously a very dierent class of solutions), the isotropic drag limit yields the highest criticaldraw ratios. Thus it appears that some LCP material properties may have quite dierentstability eects depending on boundary conditions, e.g., extrusion versus takeup conditions.5.C.2. Stability variations with respect to the scaled LCP kinetic energy parameter, , andrelaxation parameter, Figures 8d,e provide the maximum linearized growth rate for  and  variations on thebase state of Figure 1, while Figures 9d,e provide the critical draw ratio curves versus s0 forthree values of these parameters. The predictions are intriguing:(i) An increase in the LCP kinetic energy parameter, , or the relaxation parameter, ,is stabilizing for variations near the base state (Figures 8d,e), but the opposite conclusionis drawn from Figures 9d,e for steady states near the transition to unstable draw speeds.Namely, the maximum stable draw speed drops with increased  in Figure 9d; the criticaldraw ratio drops with increased  for most s0, and actually can oscillate near the isotropicrange of s0.Amplication. The above observation yields one of the most striking predictions of ourstudy with isothermal LCP spinning models. Namely, certain LCP material properties mayreverse their inuence on process stability depending on subtle factors, e.g., the relativeorder of magnitude of other physical eects, or whether the process is in a stable throughputregime or running near the maximum stable draw speed. If these model predictions can berealized, then the role of microstructure in spinning ows cannot be capsulized into simplerules of thumb that hold for all processes; this scenario would support more need for accuratemodels. 26
(ii) At high xed Deborah numbers, an isotropic upstream degree of orientation is preferred,and the variation due to s0 is most pronounced. For  = 10, the critical draw ratio at s0 = 0is over 40% higher than at s0 = 1. For low xed Deborah numbers the dependence on s0 isdiminished.(iii) At xed s0, the variation in critical draw ratio due to small versus large Deborah num-ber is signicant (Figure 9), with a speedup of around 20% for s0 = 0 that steadily grows toaround 70% for s0 = 1, in each instance achieved for low .5.D. Parameter sensitivity near the transition to unstable steady statesWe choose Dr = 29 and hold all other parameters at the base steady state values; weknow the critical draw ratio for the base state is just above this draw ratio, so we are nearthe instability transition. We now consider several one{parameter families beginning fromthis steady state solution, and study their maximum linearized growth rates.Consistent with previous evidence, Figures 10a,b,c indicate that increases in the Reynoldsnumber (R), Weber number (W ) and anisotropic drag parameter () lower the maximumlinearized growth rate, and therefore are stabilizing in this sense.As suggested by Figures 9d,e at s0 = :5, Figures 10d,e conrm that increases in  and are indeed destabilizing for states near the transition to instability, whereas the oppositeeect occurs in Figures 8d,e. By varying s0, we can even make these curves oscillate, so theupshot is that these LCP material parameters have quite subtle inuences on stability ofsteady spinning states near the critical draw speed.Our nal gure depicts a closeup of the transition to instability. Growth rate curves aremonitored to see when the curves rst yield zero growth rates, and which values of upstreamorientation destabilize rst. The information is gathered in Figure 11, which provides themaximum linearized growthrates versus s0 for several xed draw ratios. These are chosensince for DR  27:7, all s0 yield stable steady states; for DR  30:3, all s0 yield unstablesteady states.The lowest curve,Dr = 27:7, indicates that the highly oriented s0 conditions are the rstto destabilize. A band of unstable s0 near s0 = 1 grows as DR increases; for example, at theslightly higher draw ratio of Dr = 29, all s0  :75 yield unstable steady states.The next feature is from theDr = 29:5 curve, for which the steady state with an isotropic(s0 = 0) upstream orientation condition becomes unstable. For Dr  29:5, a band ofunstable, positive s0 grows, leaving an intermediate, shrinking, band of stable prolate s0: atDr = 30, the stable band is approximately :08  s0  :48. Finally, near Dr = 30:3, thestable band shrinks to a single value of s0  :24. For all higher draw ratios, all s0 yieldunstable steady states. 27
Similar curves to Figure 11 are observed when we explore the onset of linearized instabil-ity for any of the families reported above. By varying over parameter space, it is likely thatwe can nd parameter regimes where the isotropic initial orientation condition destabilizesrst, or where either the band starting at s0 = 0 or the band starting at s0 = 1 grows toconsume the entire prolate range before another unstable band of s0 opens at the oppositeend.6 ConclusionWe have applied a 1{D thin lament model for liquid crystalline polymers to study theinterplay between macroscopic hydrodynamics and internal orientation in an axisymmetric,isothermal ber spinning ow. We have chosen a general physical regime for this study, inwhich the eects of surface tension, viscosity, gravity and inertia couple to LCP orientationeects of anisotropic drag, relaxation time, an intermolecular potential, and polymer kineticenergy. The fundamental utility of this study is a calculation of spun ber orientation,e.g., birefringence, as it evolves in an isothermal spinline; this feature replaces the standardpractice of computing ber stresses during spinning and then applying an empirical stress{optical law in post{processing to infer spun ber birefringence. Our model therefore yieldsa rst{principles prediction for ber radius, velocity, stress, and orientation (birefringence)along an isothermal spinline. Spun ber properties such as tenacity and elongation{to{break are deduced in post{processing from this output, from empirical formulas which usethe rst{principles solution; e.g., tenacity is given by an exponential function of birefringence.This advance is independent of thermal properties, and therefore transfers to future non-isothermal models.Uniaxial and weakly biaxial radial orientation eects are calculated for various berspinning steady states. The tilt angle of the optical axis with the ber centerline at thetake{up location reveals a distribution consistent with a converging ow. We nd thatbiaxial eects are generated near the upstream location but then are eectively washed outby the take{up location. The conclusion drawn from these simulations is that the orientationtensor may consistently be approximated by a weakly radially dependent form in isothermalspinning ows. The midstream biaxial orientation behavior should be studied in thermalmodels to see if this phenomenon contributes to radial variations in microstructure.Qualitative trends in steady state solutions due to all available model parameters arepresented rst, followed by stability of multiple parameter families of steady states. It isnoteworthy that the steady state behavior does not foreshadow the subsequent stabilityresults. We close with a recall of some of the more interesting predictions of this study.28
The degree of orientation at the upstream (initial) axial location, s0, is a variable processparameter, dependent upon spinneret design and upstream ow controls. We considered thespinline response for a range of initial degrees of orientation, in various regions of parameterspace. The stability calculations of Figures 7a, 9 and 11 indicate a preferred degree ofupstream orientation{processes can be run faster for these preferred orientation conditions;the actual preferred upstream orientation is robust to surface tension, for example (Figure9b), whereas the dependence on LCP parameters may vary signicantly (Figures 9c,d,e).The optimal choice may be anywhere from isotropic to fully aligned.The eects on stability due to LCP parameter variations oer some consistent predic-tions along with evidence of very subtle interactions among these physical eects. On thepredictable side, decreases in Reynolds number and Weber number are uniformly stabiliz-ing. Increases in the anisotropic drag coecient, , which corresponds to a more isotropicfriction tensor, make the base spinning state more stable (Figure 8c), lead to higher criticaldraw ratios for each value of upstream degree of orientation (Figure 9c), and can stabilizean unstable steady state whose draw ratio is just above critical (Figure 10c). These predic-tions are consistent in all regions of solution space. Moreover, the more stabilizing, isotropicdrag conditions ( = 1) select highly aligned upstream conditions (s0 = 1), while highlyanisotropic drag conditions ( = 0) prefer isotropic upstream alignment (s0 = 0).We remark that in our previous paper (Forest et al., 1997) we showed that constantradius, cylindrical LCP laments in the absence of gravity are more stable in the highlyanisotropic drag limit ( = 0), precisely the opposite of eects noted here for ber spinningsteady states. Thus we have evidence that the eect of anisotropic drag on stability dependsstrongly on boundary conditions.The stability eects due to the LCP scaled kinetic energy parameter, , and the LCPscaled relaxation time (Deborah number), , are intriguing. From Figures 8d,e, increases inthese parameters are stabilizing to the base, typical steady state solution of Figure 1. Instark contrast, the computations in Figures 9d,e and 10d,e indicate that an increase in either or  leads to lower critical draw ratios for suciently high upstream degree of orientation(e.g., s0  :2), while there can be an oscillation in critical draw ratio versus  or  for nearlyisotropic upstream degree of orientation. Thus these LCP parameters may be stabilizing ordestabilizing, within the same class of ber spinning steady states.The predictions presented here provide a foundation for more realistic thermotropic LCPspinning models for LCP bers, which necessarily must couple temperature and an energyequation, together with temperature{dependent behavior of material parameters.Acknowledgement and Disclaimer 29
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z z zFigure 1: A typical ber spinning steady state solution. All parameter values are xed at orderone values: 1=R =  = 5; 1=W = 1; 1=F = 1; N = 4;  = 1;  = 0:5. Boundary conditions are:(0) = v(0) = 1; s(0) = :5; Dr = 10 = v(1) for gures 2a,b,c; in gure 2d,  p(0) = 0;  h(0) = 1,with  =  p +  h; in gure 2e, p(0) = 0; h(0) = 1, with  = p + h.32
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s0
Dr = 30:3Dr = 30Dr = 29:5Dr = 29Dr = 27:7Figure 11: Stability properties near the transition to instability of the prototype. The bottom curvedepicts the onset of an unstable band of initial order parameter values, emanating from s0 = 1,at the critical draw ratio just above 27:7. This band of unstable upstream degrees of orientationgrows as Dr increases. By Dr = 29:5, the highly aligned unstable band of s0 has expanded nearlyto :6, at which point another unstable band of s0 emerges from the isotropic upstream condition,s0 = 0. These two bands grow toward one another for larger Dr, leaving an interior stable band ofprolate s0; this stable band shrinks to a single value, s0  :24 at Dr  30:3.
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